Talk to Me on My Level – Linguistic Alignment for Chatbots
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ABSTRACT
Digital companions and conversational agents are becoming increasingly popular in our everyday lives. Natural language interfaces play an important role in ubiquitous computing: voice assistants are used to control smart home devices and smartphone applications; chatbots serve as an interface to solve tasks and acquire information easily. However, misunderstandings due to non-standard language, expressions that serve social functions without conveying information, or a lack of situational awareness still pose problems for these interfaces. Humans are able to prevent or repair communication failures by imitating their conversation partner’s lexical choices, sentence structures, and overall language style; a mechanism known as Linguistic Alignment. In this paper we present different strategies to easily integrate an alignment effect in natural language interfaces. We implemented a chatbot that imitates alignment and tested it in an online user study with 75 participants. Our results show that alignment helps to decrease user frustration and perceived task workload.
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1 INTRODUCTION
For a fluent and easy interaction with mobile and ubiquitous devices, natural language plays an emerging role. Communication via chat apps is arguably among the most common uses of mobile devices: in 2019, 50% of the time users spent on mobile devices was in social and communication apps1. For several years, the most popular apps have been on Messenger applications [39]. WhatsApp alone had 2 billion monthly users in January 20212. At the same time, voice input and free text input for other apps are becoming more and more common, especially in voice assistants, chatbots and new search interfaces. One major breakthrough for voice assistants was the invention of Siri in 2011 on the iPhone. In spite of the renewed popularity and the considerable amount of recent research in Artificial Intelligence (AI) based Natural Language Understanding (NLU) and Generation (NLG), these interfaces still face some difficult challenges.

Communication comes with informal and often non-standard language use and new types of expressions (such as emojis) that may hinder successful human-computer communication. Users tend to react socially to computer agents [45], especially so if these agents also employ natural language or imitate social and affective cues [1, 28]. For conversational agents, this often leads to misunderstandings or communication breakdowns, and currently available solutions (e.g. voice assistants or chatbots) still fail quite often in real-world usage [40]. Therefore, it is important to find methods to support successful human-computer communication.

In the field of psycho-linguistics, many researchers have studied how two interlocutors, i.e. the people engaged in a conversation, are able to achieve mutual understanding and prevent communicative failures. The social and collaborative nature of human conversation is well established: Theories such as Communication accommodation theory [26] and Interactive alignment theory [52] describe how successful communication between humans depends on both participants’ ability to adapt to the language of their conversation partner. Speakers imitate each other’s language in many ways; by repeating word choices, phrasings, and sentence structure, as well as becoming more similar to one another in their overall language style. In this way, they are able to achieve a more similar understanding of the situation under discussion, thus paving the way for successful communication.

We suggest that considering the psychological model of human communication can be essential for further improvements in conversational agents. Chatbots in particular are intrinsically tied to the linguistic modality of chatting; which is more social, more mobile, and therefore less adherent to classic dialog structure and formal grammar or spelling rules.

In this paper we investigate how users perceive and evaluate a chatbot that mimics human behavior through alignment, either by using similar terms as the user or by using both similar terms and similar sentence structures. Thus we implement an alignment effect in a chatbot using two different approaches. The chatbot is then tested in a user study in order to investigate the perceived task workload by the user during a task as well as user engagement.

In human interaction, linguistic alignment plays an essential role in assuring successful communication. Higher alignment between conversational partners can impact how positively they are perceived. This is even more important when it comes to solving tasks: higher alignment between two people improves task success [53], as well as workload and engagement in information-seeking conversations [58]. Solving tasks and acquiring information are key use cases of chatbots and other conversational agents. Since previous studies have shown that users linguistically align to computers in several ways [12], we reason that alignment can similarly improve communication between humans and conversational agents. If alignment from the chatbot can increase alignment between human agent, this capability could play an important role in improving user interactions with chatbots and reducing the perceived workload when solving tasks. Therefore, we hypothesize (1) that users will align more strongly to a chatbot that also exhibits alignment; and (2) that increased alignment will impact both workload and user engagement.

This paper makes two primary contributions: we show that aligning the chatbot automatically to the users does in fact lead to stronger alignment from users, and that this helped to lower the workload perceived by the user and increase user engagement. Therefore, we propose that these strategies should be further investigated in research on human-computer communication, and can be utilized in future implementations of chatbots and voice assistants.

2 RELATED WORK

A number of connected theories in psycho-linguistics describe how two interlocutors (participants in a conversation) can achieve mutual convergence by striving to accommodate each other’s linguistic choices [5, 17, 24, 37, 52]. This work is based mainly on Pickering and Garrod [52]’s Interactive Alignment Theory, and we will use the term alignment throughout to refer to this phenomenon. Pickering and Garrod [52]’s theory posits that interlocutors will over the course of their conversation align on different levels of linguistic representation (e.g. lexical choices, syntactic structure, pronunciation, language style). They argue that this is what ultimately leads to alignment of the speakers’ understandings of the situation they are discussing, and thus makes successful communication possible.

It has been shown before that interlocutors will imitate one another on non-linguistic levels, such as facial expressions and gestures [2]. The same phenomenon can be observed across linguistic levels, such as phonetic realizations & prosody [48], lexical choices [15, 24, 42] and syntactic sentence structures [9, 32, 51]. There is strong evidence that how someone is perceived is influenced positively both by their non-verbal alignment [17, 35, 41] as well as by their linguistic alignment [7, 59]. In our study, we focus on the effects of lexical and syntactic/structural alignment. While the most commonly used term in the literature is syntactic alignment, ‘structural priming’ is the terminology preferred by Pickering and Ferreira [51]. Since our work differs from lab studies investigating specific syntactic choices (e.g. [11, 13, 19]), we will use the term structural alignment.

It is well established in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) that humans will apply social scripts to interaction with computers [45], especially so when it comes to inherently social activities such as natural language dialog [1, 28, 44]. A number of studies have been able to show that human speakers will align to computers in the same way in which they align to other humans [12, 33, 56], including aspects such as prosody [3, 57], lexical [4, 49] and structural choices [13, 14]. Many of these studies are based on Wizard of Oz experiments. There has to our knowledge not been a considerable amount of research on how alignment might be implemented in a conversational agent, and whether or not that would influence user interaction.

Previous studies in HCI have however shown that social characteristics (sometimes referred to as social cues, anthropomorphic features, or human-like behavior) impact interaction with conversational agents [1, 27, 38]. Implementing social characteristics can positively influence how conversational agents are perceived, and can lead to a stronger social response from users: Lee et al. [36] evaluated the influence of different self-disclosure techniques on the users’ self-disclosure. Therefore, they tested the chatbots over a period of three weeks with small talk and sensitive questions. They found out that high self-disclosure of the chatbot fosters users’ self-disclosures regarding sensitive questions.

In spite of this, several researchers have noted that conversational agents still struggle with some aspects of understanding and generating natural dialog which are inherent to human communication, such as situatedness and context awareness, phatic responses (expressions that serve social functions instead of conveying information), and non-standard language (sociolects, dialects, register, informal language) [6, 16, 18, 21]. Additionally, some researchers have shown cases in which social cues in fact lead to adverse effects instead of influencing interaction positively [8, 25, 60]. One possible explanation for this discrepancy might be that when employing social characteristics in conversation, it is more important to align to the conversational partner than to employ the ‘generally correct’ level of such a characteristic.

Notably, Thomas et al. [58] found this to be the case in their study on language style. They analyzed information-seeking conversations between humans, the kind of dialogs that are of central importance for closed-domain conversational agents. They found that there was no single ‘best style’ or ‘generally good’ style that lead to the lowest effort or highest engagement for the user. Instead, workload was lower and engagement was higher when both participants were more similar to one another’s style.

However, there is only a small number of studies that we are aware of that attempt to implement an alignment effect in a conversational agent. Based on Thomas et al. [58]’s study, Hoegen et al. [34] developed a voice-based conversational agent that was capable of matching their language style of its conversational partner, and found that users rated the agent better and as more trustworthy when it aligned to their personal style. This agent is capable of ‘chit-chat’ conversation, and adapts to its user across linguistic levels (word choice and syntax as well as prosody). In contrast, earlier works were concerned with prosodic and phonetic alignment: Suzuki and Katagiri [57] analyzed how changes in loudness and response latency can be used to induce prosodic alignment in HCI. Nishimura et al. [46] also analyzed prosodic alignment in conversations with dialog systems, and proposed a model that could actively change the system’s prosody in order to imitate that of the user.
We hypothesize that linguistic alignment should also positively impact communication between humans and computers. We think that this will be the case not just for overall language style, but also for other linguistic levels such as lexical and structural alignment. Instead of there being an ideal ‘level of formality’ for a chatbot, we hypothesize that a chatbot that can align to the user’s word choices and sentence structures should be perceived better, and lead to lower workload and higher engagement.

3 KONRAD - AN AI-BASED CHATBOT WITH DIFFERENT ALIGNMENT LEVELS

In order to test our hypothesis, we developed a chatbot for a simple closed-domain information-seeking task, and compared three variants of that chatbot in a user study. The three variants are 1) a baseline variant with no intentional alignment from the chatbot; 2) a variant that aims to create lexical alignment by substituting default terms with those preferred by the user; and 3) a variant that aims to create both lexical and structural alignment by using grammatical transformations to create the chatbot’s reply based on the user’s query. Our goal in the study is, firstly, to ascertain whether we can create measurable alignment and how that in turn impacts user alignment to the chatbot; and secondly, to analyze the influence of alignment on the user’s interaction with the chatbot in terms of task workload and user engagement.

Konrad is able to answer questions about movies running in a fictional local cinema - it can inform users about which movies are running when, what they are about, who stars in them or directed them. The goal in choosing this subject domain was to have a relatively common use case, which would not require sophisticated methods of knowledge representation, and at the same time call for language and terminology that allowed enough opportunities for simple alignment (whereas a bot about an ‘expert’ topic might require specific, fixed terminology).

The chatbot classifies user queries as one of a number of predefined intents (e.g. questions asking about when a movie starts), retrieves the necessary information, and constructs an answer based on the identified intent. In current real-world chatbot applications, intent recognition is often achieved with neural networks, but answers are commonly generated without the use of AI. For example, Google’s Dialogflow is a popular platform for the creation of conversational agents and interfaces, which provides deep learning NLU methods but only allows for static answers. Although current state-of-the-art transformer models (such as GPT-3) are capable of producing very good sentences and context-dependent answers, using these deep learning models for NLG has a number of drawbacks (such as size, training speed, and susceptibility to biased training data).

We decided to build Konrad using template and rule-based methods for creating an answer. In the core implementation, depending on the intent that was recognized, Konrad replies either with one of a number of static answers, or uses an answer template into which the requested information is inserted. For example, the template for a question about the start time of a specific movie (e.g. “When does Batman begin?”) is “[movie title] starts at [time]” (so the chatbot answers “Batman starts at 8:00”). This has the advantage that it allows for a directed addition of alignment at specific points in the chatbot’s answers, as we can entirely control how answers are formed (which would not be the case using e.g. Transformer models).

3.1 Implementation

We implemented the chatbot with the help of spacy, an open-source library for Natural Language Processing (NLP), and one of the most common libraries for text analysis offering many state-of-the-art algorithms. SpaCy provides an English language model, can integrate deep learning models, and can be used for tasks such as tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, named entity recognition, and dependency parsing.

Konrad can differentiate between 21 different intents, which include a number of general intents (greeting, request for help, and thanks), a few general questions about the cinema (requesting a list of all available movies, the name of the cinema, or the ticket cost), as well 13 specific intents that users can ask about the movies (the movie title, date, start time, end time, when the movie plays (time and date), duration, genre, plot, year of release, director, actors, actor’s roles, and critical rating). Additionally, Konrad is able to remember which movies or subsets of available movies were talked about last, and what the most recent intent was. We collected 14 movies in total, covering a variety of different genres and eras. The information about the movies was collected from IMDB and Rotten Tomatoes.

Notably, the goal in creating Konrad was not to develop a particularly knowledgeable chatbot, or one that could significantly improve upon the traditional user interaction with a cinema’s website. Rather, we want to utilize Konrad as a simplified example of a possible real-world application, in order to use it to investigate the effect of alignment on user interaction.

During the iterative development process, the chatbot underwent a number of pre-tests with potential users, which served to test the chatbot’s intent recognition and later the different methods of language generation. Based on the first successful pre-tests, we learned that this limited number of intents and the amount of memory are sufficient for users to find a fitting movie. Additionally, these conversations with the chatbot supplemented the training data used to train a model for intent recognition.

We realized intent recognition with a feed-forward neural network (FFNN) implemented in Python using TensorFlow. An FFNN is the simplest kind of neural network, in which information can only flow through the network in one direction (it is acyclic). We trained the model on data that was partially created manually, and partially collected from the pre-tests and manually annotated with the correct intents. We implemented three variants, one as a baseline with no user-dependent results, one where we substitute specific words, and one where we additionally transform the sentences based on the user input. The intent recognition and the information that the user receives do not differ between the three variants of the chatbot - the only difference between them is how Konrad’s.
replies are generated. Figure 1 illustrates example conversations for all three variants.

3.2 Baseline Variant
In the baseline variant, language generation is achieved purely through the pre-defined templates. There is no additional alignment effect, therefore, the chatbot’s lexical choices, sentence structure, and overall language style do not depend on those of the user at all. Any measured alignment in this condition happens either randomly, or results from the alignment of the user.

3.3 Lexical Alignment through Substitution
In this variant, we aim to imitate a basic lexical alignment effect by substituting terms in the template answers with terms applied by the user. E.g. when the user uses one term such as story, the chatbot also uses that term instead of the default expression plot. Research on linguistic alignment shows a priming effect in regards to the lexical choice [10, 29, 54]: People are likely to repeat the terms that their conversational partner has used to refer to objects or concepts in the preceding utterance, even if these terms are not their preferred terms. Based on this, the chatbot we implemented attempts lexical alignment by scanning the user’s preceding utterance for terms that are synonymous with other terms that the chatbot usually uses in its replies.

Research has shown that there is a large amount of variability of terms that users will intuitively choose when interacting with a computer program, e.g. when using commands [22]. Therefore, we did not want to rely on a limited set of pre-defined synonyms, and instead utilized word embeddings to test for semantic similarity. Word embeddings (or word vectors) represent words as vectors in space. State-of-the-art methods are able to generate word embeddings that capture semantic relationships, i.e. words that are more similar in meaning have representations that are closer to each other in vector space and represent analogies between words Mikolov et al. [43]. We utilized spaCy’s 300-dimensional GloVe word vectors [50] and similarity testing in order to substitute terms in this variant of Konrad.

Using a small number of manually defined reference terms in combination with semantic similarity testing, the chatbot is able to recognize a variety of synonyms for terms, and replace terminology used in the template answer with the terms seen in the user’s priming sentence. For example, Konrad’s default term for a movie’s critical score is ‘score’, but the chatbot is able to recognize alternate terms such as ‘rating’ and use these instead.
We expect that in analyzing user dialogs, we should be able to measure higher lexical alignment from this variant of the chatbot. Furthermore, we hypothesize that this should lead to increased alignment from the user, which in turn should have a positive influence on the workload for a task and user engagement as it does in human dialog [58].

3.4 Lexical and Structural Alignment through Transformation

In order to achieve lexical alignment as well as alignment of sentence structures, we implemented another method of answer generation, in which Konrad’s answers to user queries are created by transforming the user queries based on grammatical rules.

The generation of the chatbot’s answer from a well-formed, grammatically correct question is straightforward, since English sentence structure is quite rigid. We identify subject, finite verb, and object through part-of-speech tagging and dependency parsing. Then, depending on whether the user query is formed as a yes-no question or a wh-question\(^9\), additional information may be inserted at the appropriate place (e.g. “Does the movie run on Wednesday?”) is rearranged into “Yes, the movie runs on Wednesday”, whereas “When does the movie start?” is answered with “The movie starts at 20:00”). Additional transformations include reversing pronouns (‘you’ vs. ‘I and ‘we’), and adjusting the verb tense and noun form if necessary. Finally, some of the stylistic markers of informal conversation are also applied to imitate the user sentence, such as the use of emoji and punctuation as well as the capitalization of the first word of the sentence.

For user messages that are not phrased as questions (or not recognized correctly), some additional rules were created manually. These include appropriate greetings (e.g. if the user greets the chatbot with ‘How are you?’, it answers ‘I’m good, how are you?’), as well as fall-back answers in case that the query was phrased as a statement (e.g. ‘I want to see a movie on Sunday’) or if the subject or finite verb could not be identified in the user query. The latter happens either because the user did not form a full sentence (e.g. ‘And batman?’), because the dependency parsing failed, or because spelling or grammar mistakes led to the language model misidentifying the part-of-speech of some of the tokens.

4 STUDY DESIGN

We compared the three variants of Konrad in an online user study. The study was shared primarily among students and researchers at the University of Bremen, and thus includes mostly participants who are native German speakers, some native English speakers, as well as some native speakers of other languages. Since previous work has shown that the alignment effect persists in non-native speakers as well as for language learners [59], we do not further distinguish participants based on their native language.

On our website, we presented the participants with one task that they should solve with the help of Konrad: finding a movie that they would want to watch. The study participants were not aware that we were investigating linguistic alignment, instead, they were under the impression that we were testing the quality of the chatbot. We designed the study as a between-group design because we saw a considerable training effect during the pre-tests, which we wanted to avoid. After finishing the task, each participant was asked to complete a questionnaire about their perception of the interaction.

84 persons completed the questionnaire, however, nine of those were excluded (four because they did not complete the task or their conversation with Konrad was less than eight turns long, and five in order to balance the number of participants per condition to that of the smallest group). Thus, we included 25 participants per group, to a total of 75 participants (21 female, 47 male, 7 no answer or other), with an average age of 24.93 (SD = 6.69). Ten participants are native English speakers, 63 are native German speakers, and two are native speakers of other languages.

Out of all 75 participants, only 15 took part in the study on a mobile device, while 60 tested the chatbot on a PC. However, 71 participants indicated that they were regular users of chat apps such as WhatsApp, and 51 regularly use intelligent assistants (e.g. Siri by Apple or Amazon Alexa). Additionally, 45 of the participants answered that they used an ‘AI chatbot’ before.

4.1 Measuring Linguistic Alignment

We analyzed the participants’ conversations with the chatbot in order to quantify both lexical (word choice) and structural (syntactic sentence structure) alignment both from the chatbot and from the user. We hypothesize that users will react to the aligned variants of Konrad by aligning more strongly with the chatbot as well, and we hypothesize that this will positively impact their workload and engagement during the task.

In order to quantify lexical alignment, we consider the priming effect: Due to lexical priming, a speaker should be more likely to repeat terms used in the preceding, priming sentence instead of using different, semantically equivalent terms [11, 23, 49]. Doyle and Frank [20] define a local, word-wise conditional alignment measure as the proportion of terms that are repeated in the sentence following the priming utterance. Based on this, we calculate a local alignment score for each message as the ratio of tokens in that message that also appear in the priming message. We then average that measure over the conversation to get one mean alignment score for the chatbot and the user each.

In analyzing structural or syntactic alignment, most previous studies have not measured the alignment in natural dialogs. Instead, they use a laboratory study set-up that constrains what types of syntactic structures participants are likely to use, by having them describe specific pictures. In these experiments, researchers usually compare two alternative syntactic choices, such as double object vs. prepositional object [11], active voice vs. passive voice, prenominal adjective vs. relative clause [19]. In one of the few studies that instead calculates syntactic alignment for natural language conversations, [53] identify which syntactic rules sentences are built on based on their grammatical structure. We take a similar, due to the shorter conversations in our study simplified, approach: Utilizing the dependency tree generated from the language model, we differentiate between sentences that consist only of subject and verb; those that include objects (direct and indirect); adverbials (complements and modifiers); nominal complements; or at least

---

\(^9\) Wh-questions are those questions starting with what, when, where, who, whom, which, whose, why and how
one subordinate clause. Utterances that are missing either subject or verb (e.g. commands that a user might try with a chatbot such as ’Help’) are not counted. An alignment score is calculated as the proportion of sentences that repeat the syntactic structure of the preceding, priming utterance.

Both of these measures quantify alignment as the average similarity of pairs of consecutive utterances, either in terms of word choices or in terms of sentence structures. Because of this, we expect that even if there is no actual, psychological alignment from an interlocutor (the chatbot or the user), the calculated alignment score is likely to be higher than zero due to random repetitions. The alignment score is influenced by several factors (e.g. length of the sentences). Therefore, it is only important how much the alignment scores differ for the chatbot variants.

### 4.2 Measuring User Perception

We used the NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) [31] to measure user workload during the task. The original NASA-TLX consists of six subscales (mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and frustration) which are rated on a 100-point range divided into five-point steps; as well as a separate measure of the UES consists of four subscales (focused attention, perceived usability, aesthetic appeal, and reward), which are measured with twelve statements in a randomized order on a five-point Likert Scale (1 = ’Strongly disagree’, 5 = ’Strongly agree’). A general engagement score is calculated as the mean across all four measurements[47].

Furthermore, we used the User Engagement Scale (UES) short form [47] to measure user engagement with the chatbot. The short form of the UES consists of four subscales (focused attention, perceived usability, aesthetic appeal, and reward), which are measured with twelve statements in a randomized order on a five-point Likert Scale (1 = ’Strongly disagree’, 5 = ’Strongly agree’). A general engagement score is calculated as the mean across all four measurements[47].

Lastly, we added nine additional questions regarding the participants’ opinion on the interaction with the chatbot (whether it was e.g. friendly, polite, natural) as well as the extent of the chatbot’s domain knowledge, which were also rated on a 5-point Likert scale.

### 5 USER STUDY RESULTS

The online study took place over four weeks; the participants talked to Konrad over an average of 17 turns during a conversation (the minimum number of user turns was eight, the maximum 48).

As expected, in the substitution condition, Konrad was able to recognize a variety of different user-preferred terms. That includes for example terms that describe a movie shown at the cinema (e.g. ’running’, ’playing’, ’airing’), that refer to concepts such as a movie’s critical score (e.g. ’rating’, ’reviews’, ’critiques’ and even ’critics’ [sic]) or a movie’s plot (e.g. ’story’, ’summary’, ’synopsis’, ’abstract’), as well as a variety of descriptions of movie genres (e.g. ’happy’, ’funny’, ’sad’, ’scary’). Since many of our testers were not native English speakers, we noted that the chatbot was also able to recognize terms that are not generally used in English in this way, such as ’cards’ instead of ’tickets’. In only a few cases, Konrad recognized a wrong term as a synonym (’[movie] is seeing’ instead of ’showing’).

In the transformation condition, the chatbot was able to directly transform user queries into answers as intended, although some user expressions lead to grammatical mistakes from the chatbot.

The number of user queries that the chatbot either could not answer (because it was not programmed to answer that kind of query) or did not answer correctly averaged 22.8%. This number does not differ significantly between the three variants (baseline: $M = .26$, $SD = .18$; substitution: $M = .21$, $SD = .11$; transformation: $M = .22$, $SD = .16$).

#### 5.1 Linguistic Alignment

The analysis of the conversations using an ANOVA showed that there was a significant effect of chatbot variant on chatbot lexical alignment ($F_{2,22} = 11.171, p < .001$) and on chatbot structural alignment ($F_{2,22} = 16.346, p < .001$). The lowest lexical alignment was measured in the baseline variant, compared to higher scores in the substitution and transformation variants (baseline: $M = .21$, $SD = .07$; substitution: $M = .26$, $SD = .07$; transformation: $M = .30$, $SD = .06$). A Tukey-corrected post-hoc T-test showed that this was a significant difference between baseline and substitution variant (baseline: $p < .05$, $d = 0.749$) as well as between baseline and transformation variant (baseline: $p < .001$, $d = 1.321$). As expected, structural alignment is very close in the baseline and the substitution variant (baseline: $M = .18$, $SD = .14$; substitution: $M = .20$, $SD = .13$), and is significantly higher in the transformation variant (transformation: $M = .39$, $SD = .15$) compared to both the baseline ($p < .001$, $d = 1.400$) and the substitution variant ($p < .001$, $d = 1.358$).

User lexical alignment is also lowest in the baseline condition (baseline: $M = .20$, $SD = .06$), but is similar in both conditions with added alignment (substitution: $M = .22$, $SD = .07$; transformation: $M = .23$, $SD = .05$), see Figure 2b; there was not a significant difference. However, there is a significant effect of chatbot variant on user structural alignment ($F_{2,22} = 4.771, p < .05$). Similar to chatbot alignment, the users’ structural alignment is only slightly higher in the substitution condition than in the baseline one, and highest in the transformation condition (baseline: $M = .14$, $SD = .11$; substitution: $M = .16$, $SD = .10$; transformation: $M = .23$, $SD = .12$) The difference between baseline and substitution variant is significant ($p < .05$, $d = 0.813$).

Correlation analysis shows that user lexical alignment is indeed correlated with chatbot lexical alignment ($r = .401$), Figure 3a, and user structural alignment is correlated both with chatbot structural alignment ($r = .741$), see Figure 3b and chatbot lexical alignment ($r = .462$).

Additionally, using Student’s T-test, we compared the alignment measured from users between those that interacted with the chatbot on a mobile device and those that did so on a desktop PC. However, the device used for the study did not have a significant effect on users’ lexical alignment or their structural alignment.
5.2 User Perception

We measured the highest mean workload with the NASA-TLX for the baseline condition ($M = 45.64$, $SD = 19.00$), with a decrease both in the substitution alignment condition ($M = 37.04$, $SD = 16.13$) and the transformation alignment condition ($M = 34.36$, $SD = 13.43$), see Figure 4a. A one-way ANOVA revealed that the difference between the three groups is significant ($F_{2,72} = 3.250, p < .05$). A Tukey post-hoc analysis showed a significant difference in the pairwise comparisons between baseline and transformation variants ($p < .05, d = 0.686$), but no difference between baseline and substitution.

For the subscale Effort, a one-way ANOVA also showed a significant difference between the three chatbot variants ($F_{2,72} = 3.617, p < .05$). The baseline condition scored highest and alignment through substitution scored lowest (baseline: $M = 55.80$, $SD = 24.31$; substitution: $M = 39.20$, $SD = 23.35$; transformation: $M = 41.60$, $SD = 23.08$), see Figure 4c. The Tukey post-hoc analysis revealed a significant difference between the baseline and substitution variants ($p < .05, d = 0.696$). Thus, user effort was significantly lower when the chatbot used alignment through substitution than when it did not exhibit any alignment in the baseline variant. Similarly, which chatbot variant was used also significantly affected the Frustration subscale ($F_{2,72} = 3.903, p < .05$). Here,
the baseline condition again scored highest and substitution scored lowest (baseline: $M = 54.60, SD = 29.05$; substitution: $M = 36.20, SD = 23.86$; transformation: $M = 38.20, SD = 23.36$), see Figure 4d. A Tukey post-hoc analysis showed that user frustration is significantly lower in the substitution alignment variant than in the baseline ($p < .05$, $d = 0.692$), while there is no significant difference between baseline and alignment through transformation.

In analyzing user engagement as measured by the UES score, the Shapiro-Wilk test for the baseline alignment group indicated a non-normal distribution. Since the assumption of normality is not given, we used the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test, which reveals a significant difference in UES scores between the three conditions ($p < .05$). The alignment through substitution condition has the best UES engagement score ($M = 3.04, SD = .41$), with transformation alignment ($M = 2.94, SD = .28$) scoring slightly lower user engagement, and the baseline variant scoring lowest ($M = 2.71, SD = .36$) (see Figure 4b). The post-hoc test revealed that the difference between substitution and baseline variants was significant ($p < .005$, $d = 0.860$). There were however no significant differences for the individual subscales of the UES (focused attention, perceived usability, aesthetic appeal, and reward).

Furthermore, there were no notable differences between the three conditions either in terms of users’ subjective opinions about the chatbot, or their perception of its domain knowledge.

A correlation analysis was performed to investigate whether there was a direct link between alignment and user workload (mean raw NASA-TLX score) or user engagement (mean UES score). This analysis showed that the users’ perceived workload is indeed negatively correlated with the lexical chatbot alignment ($r = -.324$) and the structural chatbot alignment ($r = -.286$). However, we
did not find a direct correlation between the measured alignment and user engagement as measured by the UES.

Additionally, we compared the results between mobile users and PC users, however, there was no significant difference.

6 DISCUSSION

With our implementation of Konrad, we wanted to show that we could generate an alignment effect from the chatbot. We hypothesized that a higher amount of repetition of terms and syntactic structures by the chatbot should in turn lead to higher user alignment.

In the substitution variant, we measured higher lexical alignment from the chatbot than in the baseline condition, while it did not notably impact the structural alignment measure. This means that in the substitution variant, the chatbot showed a higher-than-random amount of repetition of lexical choices, while the repetition of sentence structures was not increased compared to the random repetitions in the baseline variant. In contrast, by transforming user messages to generate chatbot answers, we are able to achieve both a stronger lexical alignment effect, and significantly higher structural alignment.

Additionally, users responded to the chatbot exhibiting alignment, supporting our hypothesis: While lexical alignment from users increases only slightly with both chatbot alignment conditions, user structural alignment increases much more strongly in the transformation condition. Moreover, the correlation analysis showed that user alignment is directly correlated with alignment displayed by the chatbot, more strongly so in case of structural alignment.

Figure 3a and Figure 3b show user lexical alignment depending on chatbot lexical alignment and user structural alignment depending on chatbot structural alignment, respectively. The lexical alignment measure appears to be noticeably lower than the structural alignment; however, that is to be expected: while the highest possible score is theoretically 1, in lexical alignment, that would mean that all of that speaker’s utterances consist entirely of terms repeated from their respective priming utterances (which would most likely not result in meaningful conversation). For example, the utterance pair “Which movies run on Thursday?”; “These movies run on Thursday:” is scored as only 0.8, and the highest average (over one conversation) lexical alignment score that was achieved is 0.46. In contrast, in structural alignment, an average score of 1 would mean that all of their utterances use the same sentence structure as the priming utterance, which is theoretically possible especially in shorter dialogs. The highest average structural alignment score was 0.7, i.e. 70% of their utterances used the same sentence structure as the priming sentence. Therefore, these values are not directly comparable between the two measures.

More interestingly, we notice that user lexical alignment increases only slightly with higher lexical alignment from the chatbot, while user structural alignment increases at a rate similar to that of chatbot structural alignment. Additionally, the alignment measured for the users is overall lower than that measured for the chatbot. However, that does not mean that Konrad aligned more strongly than the users did: because of the information-seeking task, in which users ask questions and Konrad provides answers, it is to be expected that if there were no alignment at all, the answers (by Konrad) would show a higher proportion of repeated words and repeated sentence structures than the questions (user). Konrad’s alignment score in the baseline condition is based entirely on random word and structure repetitions. In contrast, the users’ alignment score in the baseline condition can be understood as their baseline alignment to a chatbot that only answers in static template replies.

6.1 Alignment & Workload

Our findings are in line with previous literature showing that humans do in fact align to and can be primed by conversational agents. Moreover, this strongly supports the notion that humans will react socially to computers, by showing that they align more strongly when the chatbot is also displaying alignment. Studies have only revealed a one-sided alignment effect in HCI, in which the human interlocutor adapts their linguistic choices to that of the computer, our results show that they will align more strongly when they have reason to believe that the conversational agent is also aligning to them (as it would happen in human conversation).

Linguistic alignment plays an important part in successful communication between humans, especially when it comes to solving tasks: for example, Reitter and Moore [53] found that task success is correlated with syntactic alignment, and Thomas et al. [58] found both lower perceived workload (as measured by the NASA-TLX) and higher user engagement (as measured by the UES) when dialog partners were more strongly aligned to each other in terms of linguistic style. The results of our user study support these findings for HCI, especially in terms of workload: not only are workload as well as perceived effort and frustration lower in the variants with added alignment, but workload also appears to be directly correlated to alignment, mirroring the results reported by Thomas et al. [58] for human interaction. Moreover, our findings also show a difference in terms of user engagement, which was higher in both aligned variants of the chatbot (with no significant difference between the variants). This shows that participants engaged more strongly with Konrad when the chatbot exhibited an alignment effect. However, we could not show a direct correlation between alignment and engagement as Thomas et al. [58] showed. This indicates that the increased engagement for the two alignment variants might not in fact be because of the alignment effect by the chatbot, but instead happens due to the increased variability in chatbot answers, or the more informal language employed by the chatbot.

In addition to their perception of workload and engagement, we also asked participants to rate the chatbot’s domain knowledge and their overall opinion of it (including its friendliness, politeness, how natural the language it used was, etc.). However, there were no significant differences between the three versions of Konrad. This indicates that despite the aforementioned difference e.g. in user engagement, users did not actively perceive the chatbot’s language use to be different. Interestingly, this is in line with previous research that shows that interlocutors are usually not aware of linguistic alignment, or of its effects on communication [12, 35].

We evaluated alignment depending on whether participants used PCs or mobile devices. There have not, to our knowledge, been any previous studies on how alignment is influenced by usage
modality. However, chat apps and intelligent assistants are much more commonly used on mobile devices, and the recent increase in interest in conversational agents is arguably tied to the rise of smartphones as many people’s main computer. Because of this, if alignment is important in HCI and in particular in natural language conversational agents, we consider it just as important to investigate how alignment on mobile devices differs from classic, desktop-based studies on alignment in HCl. We hypothesized that users would be more likely to align more strongly when on a mobile device, as the interaction would be more similar to a common chatting situation. However, we only had a small number of participants on mobile devices, and user alignment was similar for both kinds of devices.

6.2 Informal Language & Alignment

In analyzing dialogs between the chatbot and the study participants, we also noticed a number of common phenomena that likely influence both the measured alignment, as well as those users’ overall interaction with the chatbot.

Firstly, while we expected there to be a lot of informal language in a chat setting, there were also many messages with spelling mistakes (or presumably intentional misspellings especially in regards to punctuation) and non-standard grammar or spelling. These often lead to mistakes by Konrad, either because words were not recognized, or because the dependency grammar it understood was wrong, leading to grammatically incorrect and sometimes nonsensical replies by the chatbot in the transformation condition. These problems would not occur in a chatbot that is based purely on recognizing key terms and that uses static replies - which underlines how important it is for an AI-based chatbot to have strong capabilities of understanding and correcting non-standard language. Especially in a mobile setting, mistakes and non-standard language are understandably quite common. While alignment through transformation produced stronger alignment from the user than both alternative conditions, as well as scoring the lowest workload with the NASA-TLX, it did sometimes produce nonsensical utterances, which one would want to avoid for a real-world commercial application.

Secondly, we noticed differences in how users adapted their choice of language to that of the chatbot. While some quite obviously aligned to the chatbot over the course of the conversation in a similar way to how alignment happens in human dialog, others were clearly aware that they were speaking with a program, and their messages appeared to be informed by their experiences: Some participants, when confronted with mistakes by the chatbot, reverted to noun phrases or one-word command (e.g. ‘Batman actors’, ‘list of movies’, ‘schedule’), or even attempted to use commands that are common with other chatbot services (e.g. ‘restart’ or ‘stop’). Similarly, a number of participants did not so much align with the chatbot, but instead when they found a specific phrasing that the chatbot understood would keep using this same phrase (e.g. ‘Show me the story of [title]’), even when the chatbot used different terms or sentence structures.

7 CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented Konrad, a chatbot that imitates an alignment effect in natural language conversation. In an online study with 75 participants we were able to show that: Firstly, user alignment was correlated with chatbot alignment, showing that users did in fact react to the alignment effect displayed by Konrad. Secondly, user workload was lower and user engagement was higher in the variants of the chatbot with added alignment, and task workload was directly negatively correlated with alignment. The same has been shown in previous work for human conversation [58] - our results show that this connection between alignment and task workload applies to human-computer-communication as well.

Furthermore, we had hypothesized that linguistic alignment would play an even more important role in conversational agents on mobile devices. In future studies we want to further investigate the differences in alignment depending on device and usage modality (including e.g. chatbot vs. voice agent). We tested Konrad in the film domain, because users are familiar with this domain and there is not a huge influence of prior knowledge. However, alignment might differ depending on the domain and user motivation (e.g. solving a task compared to engaging in chit-chat conversation), which we also plan to investigate in future studies. Our implementation based on word similarities has the advantage that this is possible for several (common) domains. Additionally, the length of sentences and conversation might have an influence on the alignment. Therefore, we expect that additional strategies and implementations of alignment will be required for such conversations.

Our results show that the phenomenon of linguistic alignment should be taken into consideration when developing natural language HCI interfaces. Alignment plays an important role in achieving successful communication between humans, and implementing it in conversational agents can clearly have real-world benefits for user interaction.
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